Evaluating genetic heterogeneity in complex disorders.
The Admixture test is routinely used in linkage analysis to take account of genetic heterogeneity, and yields an estimate of the proportion of families (alpha) segregating the linked disease gene. In complex disorders, the assumptions of the Admixture test are violated. We therefore explore how the estimate of alpha relates to the true proportion of linked families with a complex disorder in a population or dataset. We simulated a two-locus heterogeneity model and varied genetic parameters, ascertainment scheme and phenocopy frequency. In this model, alpha is almost always overestimated, by as little as 5% to as much as 60%. The bias is largely attributable to (1). intrafamilial heterogeneity arising from ascertainment of families with many affected members or from analysis of dense pedigrees; (2). low informativeness, which occurs in the presence of reduced penetrance; and (3). differences in the evidence for linkage in linked and unlinked families. This bias is also affected by the analysis phenocopy frequency, but only if the linked locus is dominant and the unlinked locus is recessive. We conclude that, in complex diseases, the Admixture test has greater value in detecting linkage than in estimating the proportion of linked families in a dataset.